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Saili Simulator We are a small team of programmers, technicians and designers, who
enjoy a challenge. We provide simulation software for Saili-launchers and Saili-drones.

Design of all saili-launchers since 2015 is already done. we have all designs ready
including, complete aerodynamics and and basic controls needed for pull back, thrust
direction, and pitch change. and the decals for build support. We would be happy to

present any of our designs to anyone interested in the project. Built in Saili launchers are
tuned saili simulator software with fixed payload. Rocket Boost to Get Operational. You
can buy one if you want. Now we have a Kickstarter coming up to buy the materials and
build the model. If we meet our initial goal we will go into production mode. . As of Oct

2nd 2017 we have raised about 589$ of our 6000$ goal to build this model. There is a
steady flow of people getting interested and eager to see the project gets built. . Saili-

Simulator-Launcher-Driverepub-calraim-mockup.zip We plan to build it with the same
saili drone as the ones seen in hobby videos. We think of it like a very small but sturdy

firearm. . Now we have a preliminary BOM for the build and that is where we need help
to cut costs. We do not like if we have to include any extra parts that are not absolutely

necessary. . We have made a simulation to give you the idea of our project. . If you want
to watch how it works please see this video . We are looking for someone to help with
the following: *Any of the following experienced in making bare parts.: PCBs, Dies,

Metal cutting * Any of the following experience in sewing: pattern making, construction,
finishing * Any of the following experience in simulation: Maths, physics, and all

software needed for simulation We will provide materials we have already made. . . We
had some setbacks in the first weeks of the Kickstarter. We lost a lot of the parts we had

made due to shipping to wrong address. We lost some money in the shipping. We
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Scientist Save the date LOMOCO- 2018 Conference
(11/07/2018 ) Tourism - lake, leisure, entertainment,
business Lake Kalkutta, is situated in the South of
Finland. 9 km to the North-East are the town of
Kankaanpää and the ancient Kankaanpää Castle. The
peninsula of Paasikivi extends 10 km to the West of
the town and is bounded to the East by Lake
Kalkunnuksenjärvi. Also the municipalities of Kotka,
Koivukylä, Pervo and Raahe are located within the
vicinity of Lake Kalkutta. Although there are many
events and projects which are promoted by the Lake
Kalkutta Economic Association, it is also the goal of
all the local businesses to increase the tourist demand
in Lake Kalkutta. In addition to the numerous leisure
activities already existing, like water sports, barbecue
areas, restaurants, the Association promotes and
organizes certain cultural events, which are of great
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importance to the local inhabitants. The Kalkutta
Garrison From the first of April until the end of
October you can find the Kalkutta Military Garrison
(KMK). Visitors can easily find the KMK on the
northwestern side of Lake Kalkutta and ask for
information at the KMK visitor center and museum. In
the KMK there are three big buildings, including a 12
meter-high tower. Toilet paper and towels : are
available at the same rate and only in the visitor center.
Each visitor to the Kalkutta Garrison must attend a
mandatory pre-entry drill called Kalkunnan kyvyn
oppii (Kalkutta's Drill – learn to) on the first Sunday of
every month at 5.30 pm. The exploration of the
military fort is possible free of charge, but there are
entry fees. More information on Kalkutta and
surroundings, Kankaanpää, K 570a42141b
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